Automotive electronics packaging is entering a new frontier. An emerging trend in automotive electronics is Advanced Driver Assist Systems (ADAS). New safety features require the use of cameras, LIDAR, radar, communication systems, and fast processing capability. Initially considered a luxury item, many safety features are becoming standard in every new vehicle, as people clamor for enhanced safety, speed and access to mass transportation solutions.

Advanced packaging formats are being adopted rapidly. This report answers critical questions: Which semiconductor packages are used for image sensors, radar, ultrasonic, and LIDAR? Where are fan-out wafer level packages and flip chip interconnects being adopted? How do package reliability requirements differ from other applications? What are future challenges for new package adoption?

The 110-page report with references and accompanying set of 94 PowerPoint slides also examines changes in interconnect technology such as the adoption of copper wire bonding and copper clip. Automotive offerings from OSATs and IC package substrate makers are described. Packaging trends in the powertrain for electric and hybrid vehicles are analyzed. Market projections for various packages in each segment are provided. Reliability requirements for packages in automotive electronics are described.
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